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WELCOME TO THE
SCUOLA LEONARDO DA VINCI®!
Are you looking for an exciting and comprehensive Italian language

Piazza della Repubblica and Piazza della Signoria, by small streets and

program? Are you interested in visiting one of the most beautiful

winding medieval alleys, by various markets, and above all by the

cities in Italy, such as for instance Florence, Milan, Rome, Turin or

marvelous cupola of the Cathedral, visible from almost everywhere in

Viareggio? You have found what you are looking for! We offer a

the city. Today Florence attracts tourists from all over the world who

variety of high quality Italian language courses all year round. No

find here, besides history, everything to feel at home: Tuscan food

matter what your profession or academic goal, whether you are a

and the best Italian wines, numerous bars and discos, a traffic-free

beginning student or a teacher of Italian, you will benefit from 45

center and many inviting shops.

years of dedicated experience. Courses start every Monday all the year
round (except for beginners, for whom courses start every two

The Scuola Leonardo da Vinci is situated in a beautiful historical

weeks), and you can stay as long as you want. Most of our students

palazzo with a magnificent view of the Cathedral in the heart of

come through recommendations of former participants who have

downtown Florence, only a few minutes walk from the most famous

appreciated our commitment to provide:

sights.

• A state-of-the-art, communication-oriented, flexible and highly
effective instruction method;
• A friendly and personal atmosphere;
• Enthusiastic, dynamic and highly qualified teachers;
• Office staff and course coordinator always ready to help;
• Small and diverse international groups (max. 14 participants per class);
• A broad extra-curricular cultural and leisure program;
• The location of our schools in the old city centers of Florence, Milan,
Rome, Turin and Viareggio;
• The internationally recognized «Firenze» language diplomas from the
Accademia Italiana di Lingua and CILS from the University of Siena;
• The recognition of our school centers by the Italian Ministry of
Education;
• The

recognition

MILAN
Milan is the most cosmopolitan and vibrant metropolis of Italy. It is

of

our

courses

as

educational

leave

(Bildungsurlaub) in most German Federal States;
• Competitive prices.

composed of a fascinating mixture of tradition and modernity, design
and fashion, culture and Southern European temperament. Its
character is stamped by its historical past and its current booming
industry. Milan is the city that sets the trends and that’s what makes
the metropolis so exciting. The area around the Cathedral of Milan,
the largest gothic building in Italy, is considered to be the main
attraction and an accumulation of superlatives. Here is the location
of the “Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II“, a catwalk of elegance and the
longest arched walkway in Europe. Its Northern exit leads to the
“Scala” - one of the most famous opera houses in the world. Not far
from the “Scala” you will find the “Castello Sforzesco” - an impressive
brick fort which holds the last opus of Michelangelo: the incomplete
Pietà Rondanini. And not to be forgotten is Leonardo da Vinci's “Last
Supper” in the convent of Santa Maria delle Grazie.

FLORENCE
Florence, in the heart of Tuscany, is the cradle of the Renaissance and

The Scuola Leonardo da Vinci is located in a modern building in the

the classical Italian of Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio. While other

historic center of Milan, just a few minutes' walk from Milan’s

European cities continued to live in the Middle Ages, modern art and

Cathedral.

culture developed here under the reign of the Medici. Today in
Florence one can visit and admire the masterpieces of artists like
Botticelli, Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci in world-famous
museums (the Uffizi, the Accademia, Palazzo Pitti), in beautiful
churches, or even on a casual walk through the city. The Ponte Vecchio
connects the lively and historic city center around the Cathedral with
the quieter neighborhood on the other side of the Arno river.
Florence's urban landscape is distinguished by beautiful squares like

level universities make Turin one of the main technological and
scientific centers in Italy. The 2006 Winter Olympics brought the
mountains surrounding the city of Turin to the fore and made it an
ideal destination for winter sports lovers.

Our school is located in an elegant Art Nouveau building in the
exclusive residential district of Crocetta, just a few minutes' walk from
the old town and the pedestrian area.

ROME
All roads lead to Rome - the eternal city is one of the most beautiful
cultural centers in the world and looks back on almost 3000 years of
history. The Roman Empire and the Papacy shaped Europe's past, and
hurried tourists who only visit the Vatican, the Colosseum and the
Trevi Fountain miss out on all the myriad other sights that make Rome
a single museum - the Sistine Chapel and the Castel Sant'Angelo, Villa
Borghese and the Spanish Steps. But Rome is a living museum! The
city on the Tiber with its three million inhabitants has elegant

VIAREGGIO

shopping districts and quiet quarters like Trastevere, huge squares like

Viareggio is on the Tuscan Riviera, just 30 km from Pisa. Due to its

Piazza Navona and picturesque corners around Campo dei Fiori. And

convenient location, it is the ideal starting point for numerous

thanks to Italy's vibrant joie de vivre, Rome is a fascinating city that

excursions. Those who want to enjoy culture can easily reach the

also promises relaxation and enjoyment with its street cafés and

nearby cities of Lucca and Pisa by train or car, but Florence can also

parks, traditional trattorias and elegant shops.

be reached in just over an hour. Nature lovers don't miss out either.
The nearby Cinque Terre and the island of Elba offer wonderful

The Scuola Leonardo da Vinci is located in an attractive and elegant

destinations for trekking and hiking in untouched landscapes. The

typical aristocratic building in the center of Rome, in the pedestrian

marble quarries of Carrara, from which the famous white marble used

area, halfway from the astounding Piazza Navona, Castel S. Angelo

by Michelangelo in his sculptures comes, are easily accessible and

and St. Peter Basilica.

certainly worth a visit.

The seemingly endless beach, the palm-lined beach promenade, the
elegant boutiques, the restaurants with excellent cuisine and the
exciting nightlife with the well-known discotheques of "Versilia" - all
this makes Viareggio a popular holiday destination. A holiday here
offers, among other things, meeting many young people and
enjoying the excellent sea specialties of Tuscany. Viareggio is the ideal
holiday destination for those who love sea, sun and fun.

Our school is in a two story building with nine classrooms and faces a
small and traffic-free pine forest. The central location of the school

TURIN

makes it possible to reach the lively market square, the beach and the

Turin, with its 18 km of arcades, is one of the most fascinating and

beach promenade in just a few minutes.

mysterious cities in Italy. Its magic exists in the fusion of art, history
and avant-garde. Under the patina of a Savoyard rigor pulsate a
liveliness and vitality that not only amaze, but literally captivate the
visitor: Baroque palaces and futuristic architecture, ancient art
collections and international film reviews, our Egyptian Museum is
the second most important of its kind in the world due to its unique
exhibits. And then the refined Savoy residences, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, which with their sumptuous gardens recall the refined
life of the Turin court.
The tradition of the first Italian capital lives on in the historic cafes
and restaurants of the center. A complex industrial fabric and top-

ITALIAN LANGUAGE COURSES
INTENSIVE COURSES

SENIOR COURSE 50+ «LA DOLCE VITA»

The Intensive Course is held throughout the year at all six ability levels

This course is specifically designed for mature students of all ages.

(A1 - C2 = ability level scale according to the Common European

Students will learn Italian in a pleasant and relaxing environment,

Framework of Reference for Languages - CEFR).

accompanied by a wide variety of cultural activities. Participants can

The tuition of 4 lessons daily takes place from Monday to Friday and

choose among the most beautiful Italian cities: Florence, Milan, Rome,

usually starts at 9 am in the morning. If there are a large number of

Turin or Viareggio.

participants, the intensive course can also be held in the afternoon.

Morning Program: The morning course of Intensive Italian Language

The size of each course group is limited to a maximum of 14 students.

is designed to improve language and conversational skills, and

Start of courses every week; Beginners usually every 14 days. Course

heighten the awareness and appreciation of the Italian culture.

duration 1 to 48 weeks. 4 lessons per day, 20 per week.

The Afternoon Program depends on the locality and course center.
Some program examples: Orientation tour of the city; Guided tours

INTENSIVE COURSES «ONLINE»

of Museums; Traditional Italian dinner with program instructor; Tour

With us you can also learn Italian online in live classes, both before

of

you arrive in Italy and after your language stay. Detailed information

Shoemaker, etc.); Half-day excursion to a vineyard and other

on request.

breathtaking areas of the Region; Professional lectures in History of

Artisan

Workshops

(Ceramics,

Etching,

Florentine

paper,

Italian Opera; Wine tasting with professional sommeliers. Detailed

SUPER INTENSIVE GROUP COURSES

programs are available upon request.

In the Super Intensive Group Course, you will attend 4 lessons of
Intensive Course and an 2 additional lessons of group classes per day,

PREPARATION FOR LANGUAGE DIPLOMAS

in which the practical use of the language and conversation will be

Our schools are recognized examination centers by the Accademia

encouraged. The additional lessons are conducted at 3 skill levels:

Italiana di Lingua® (AIL) and the University for Foreigners of Siena

Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced.

(CILS). You can prepare for the various language diplomas with us.
We organize preparatory cycles (intensive courses combined with an

SUPER INTENSIVE «PLUS» COURSES

exam course) for all levels: A1 - C2.

Our Super Intensive «Plus» courses offer a combination of group
course and individual lessons. In private lessons, your personal

ACADEMIC SCHOOL YEAR - «GAP YEAR»

difficulties with the Italian language will be specifically addressed.

Do you want to live ‘all’italiana’ and become the real connoisseur of

The following courses are available: Super-Intensive Plus-5 Course:

Italian culture and society? Then you will definitely be interested in

20 lessons of Intensive Course plus 5 lessons of private tuition per

this course. It’s a 32 week language and culture course which

week; Super Intensive Plus-10 Course: 20 lessons of Intensive Course

combines Italian language with Italian culture, art and history classes.

plus 10 lessons of private tuition per week.

Attending this course, you will have the opportunity to see at first
hand the various aspects of Italy’s rich history and culture. The course

«ITALIAN TOUR»

is composed of two elements: linguistics and academics.

Language course in a different city every week

The linguistic part consists of 480 lessons of the Intensive Italian

Discover your Italy and select your destinations from five of Italy's

language course and 80 lessons of preparation for two Diplomas

most memorable cities: Florence, Milan, Rome, Turin and Viareggio.

«Firenze» AIL exams.

The program consists of 20 group language lessons per week in each

The academic part (80 lessons) treats a large number of major subjects

of the cities for 2, 3, 4 and more weeks. The schools all offer the same

like: Italian Civilization and History, Art History, Business Italian,

course structure but in varying architectural and historic settings.

History of Italian Fashion and Design. Furthermore, there will be 10

You will learn about the Italian language and culture without the

contact hours of tutoring for the Final Research.

usual hassles of travel: the school will provide transportation

On request, we can organize the year abroad with stays in all of our

assistance

course locations - Florence, Milan, Rome and Turin. Information is

and

take

care

of

the

appropriate

class

level,

accommodation and extra activities.
Through your study of Italian language, culture and art and your
immersion in contrasting landscapes, regional traditions and cuisine,
you will find our «Italian Tour» a profound and satisfying travel
experience.

available directly from our school centers.

COURSES IN CULTURE, ART, MUSIC AND
UNIVERSITY PREPARATION
GAP SEMESTER

•

Our Academic Semester in language and culture combines an

•

Intensive language course of 18 weeks with interesting cultural

•

lessons (for example: History of Art, Literature, Fashion). Moreover,

•

in the final part of the program you will attend the preparatory

•

course for an AIL-Italian Diploma, as the exam is an important part of
the Academic Semester. The exam day is also the last day of the

•

course.

•

HISTORY OF ITALIAN ART
CULINARY ART FOR AMATEURS
COURSES IN ART (Drawing, Painting, Sculpture, Fresco)
COURSES FOR MUSICAL SPECIALIZATION
PREPARATORY COURSES FOR UNIVERSITY STUDIES IN
ITALY
PREPARATION COURSES FOR MEDICAL STUDIES
PREPARATORY COURSES FOR FASHION AND DESIGN
ACADEMIES

ONE-TO-ONE TUTORIALS
If you want a course that suits your particular professional and

ACCOMMODATION

personal needs, as well as your own time schedule, we suggest that
you choose our tailor-made private tutorial program. Our many years

One of the free services offered by our schools is finding a suitable

of experience in the field of individual tuition, a flexible range of

accommodation for you. Accommodations will be regularly checked

courses and teachers experienced in individual language training

by our schools. You can choose from one of the following possibilities:

enable us to offer you a tailor-made course.

• Host family with breakfast;
• Host family with half board (breakfast and dinner);

Continual language practice, maximum concentration through
intensive work with your personal teacher and, especially, active
practising of your communication skills guarantee you swift progress
and success in the shortest possible time. Thanks to our proven

• Accommodation in Apartment. Bathroom and kitchen shared with
other students or with the landlord;
• Upon request, we can also provide the contact details of providers of
Private Apartments, Hotels of all categories, Residences and B&Bs.

individual system «LinguaKit», we are able to plan your private
tutorial according to your needs regarding dates and areas of interest.

-> Our schools also offer a customized transfer service.

Private tutorials can also be chosen by two, three or four colleagues,

SPORT AND LEISURE TIME

friends or family members if they have the same level of language
ability.

During your stay you may wish to practise your favourite sport or
learn

a

new

one.

You

have

the

following

opportunities:

You can start your course on any working day of the year and

gymnastics/fitness/yoga, swimming, jogging, tennis, squash, golf,

determine the intensity yourself from 3 to 8 lessons per day. We

horse-riding, biking and so on. Our guides for all athletic activities

recommend that you schedule your first day of the course on a

will help you organize your free time.

Monday.
The cities and their surroundings offer a nearly unlimited variety of
If you have an even bigger appetite, you can also take private lessons

leisure activities, which you might undertake on your own. We offer

including lunch. This ensures even more continuity and you also get

some leisure activities ourselves and organize on a regular basis:

to know the Italian eating and drinking culture.
• Dinners, which enable teachers and students to get to know each
other better
• Guided art history visits
• City tours and museum visits
• Film evenings at school
• Visit to a wine cellar
• Half- and full-day excursions

☞

You can obtain more detailed information directly from our
school centers and from the enclosed data and price list.
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COURSE DATES 2022
Course Starting Dates:

FLORENCE - MILAN
ROME - TURIN
NB: Non beginners can start
every Monday.
▲ =

Starting dates for absolute beginners.

Course Starting Dates:

VIAREGGIO

Jan

▲

▲

▲

Feb

03

▲

17

▲

10
24

31

Mar

07

▲

21

▲

14
28

▲

07

Apr

14

▲

28

▲

21

04
19

▲

11

26

Starting dates for absolute beginners.

Public Holidays
AIL «Firenze» Diplomas:
Preparation Courses & Exams

▲

Jun

02

▲

16

▲

09
23

30

Jul

06

▲

20

▲

13
27

Aug

04

▲

18

▲

11

25

▲
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▲
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▲
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▲
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▲

▲
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▲
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▲
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▲

▲
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09
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13
27

11

25

▲

Oct

05

▲

19

▲

12
26

Christmas Holidays: from 24 December 2022 to 1 January 2023

NB: Non beginners can start
every Monday.
▲ =

May

▲
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▲
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▲
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24

▲

28
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31

Oct

▲
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▲
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▲
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▲
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29
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26

07

10
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08
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Nov

p
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▲
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The school is closed:
From 1 January to 1 May and from 29 October to 31 December 2022

06 January / 18 April / 25 April / 02 June / 24 June (Florence & Turin) /
29 June (Rome only) / 15 August / 01 November / 08 December
• Preparation Courses:
• Examination dates:

07 Mar - 01 Apr

06 Jun - 01 Jul

01 Apr

• Extraordinary Preparation Courses & Exams:

01 Jul

• Extraordinary preparation courses may start - on request - every Monday of the year,
but enrollment requests must be made at least 30 days prior to the beginning of the
course.

CILS Starting dates for
Examination Preparation Courses
Academic School Year / «Gap Year» 2022/2023
«Gap Semester»

50+ Courses «La Dolce Vita»
Starting dates 1 or 2 weeks;
Viareggio only for the duration of 2 weeks

• At the end of each Extraordinary Preparation Course every student will take an
examination of the appropriate level.

• Group courses - Levels A1-A2-B1-B2: 07 March
26 April
• Group courses - Levels C1-C2:
19 April
07 November
• Group courses - Integration Level A2 or Citizenship Level B1:

On request

From 03 January to 12 August 2022 (32 weeks)
From 02 May to 09 December 2022 (32 weeks)
From 12 September 2022 to 28 April 2023 (33 weeks, including Christmas Holidays)
14 Feb - 17 Jun
Florence:
Milan:
Rome:
Turin:
Viareggio:

02 May
04 April
14 March
02 May
06 June

Preparatory course for University Studies in Italy: Florence, Milan, Rome

«Turin with Gusto» - Special program for closed groups

“For those who plan ahead”:
Course starting dates 2023
for absolute beginners

07 November

02 May - 02 Sep

12 September
16 May
06 June
05 September
05 September

01 Aug - 02 Dec
10 October
19 September
10 October
03 October

01 - 26 August

Course Start every Monday

02 Jan / 16 Jan / 30 Jan / 06 Feb / 20 Feb / 06 Mar / 20 Mar / 03 Apr / 17 Apr /
02 May / 15 May / 29 May / 05 Jun / 19 Jun / 03 Jul / 17 Jul / 31 Jul / 07 Aug /
21 Aug / 04 Sep / 18 Sep / 02 Oct / 16 Oct / 30 Oct / 13 Nov / 27 Nov / 11 Dec
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COURSE PRICES 2022 /1
Prices in Euro per person
Course

Course
No.

Duration

Number of
lessons

Intensive Course «ONE WEEK ONLY»

110

1 week
additional week

20
20

Intensive Course

111
112

2 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks

40
60
80

Middle Length Intensive Course
(minimum duration: 5 weeks)

121

5 weeks
additional week

100
20

Long Term Intensive Course
(minimum duration: 3 months)

131

12 weeks
additional week

240
20

Special Offer - Long Term «CSN» Course
Course reserved only for Swedish students.

103

13 weeks
additional week

260
20

Long Term Semester Course
(minimum duration: 6 months)

141

24 weeks
additional week

480
20

«Sabbatical Year»
(minimum duration: 12 months)

151

48 weeks
additional week

960
20

Participants
min. max.

3♪

Euro*

14

3♪

225
155

14

3♪

380
570
760

14

825
165

14

1’860
155

14

1’885
145

14

3♪

3’240
135

14

5’520
115

3♪

14

365
600
900
1’200
270

3♪

3♪
3♪

♪ Min. 3 - max. 14 participants per group; should there be only one participant for a course/level, she/he will be given 10 lessons of private tuition
per week; if there are only two participants for a course/level, they will receive 15 lessons per week together.

Super Intensive Group Course
Florence, Milan, Rome, Turin
«Bildungsurlaub»

160
161

1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks
additional week

30
60
90
120
30

♪ Min. 3 - max. 14 participants per group; should there be only one participant for a course/level, she/he will be given 20 lessons of Intensive

language course plus 3 lessons of private tuition per week; if there are only two participants for a course/level, they will receive 20 lessons of
Intensive language course plus 5 lessons of private tuition two-to-one per week together.

Super Intensive Plus-5 Course
(incl. 1 private lesson per day)
Florence, Milan, Rome, Turin, Viareggio

170
171

1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks
additional week

25
50
75
100
25

14/1

425
780
1’170
1’560
365

Super Intensive Plus-10 Course
(incl. 2 private lessons per day)
Florence, Milan, Rome, Turin, Viareggio
«Bildungsurlaub»

180
181

1 week
2 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks
additional week

30
60
90
120
30

14/1

625
1’180
1’770
2’360
565

*) Enrolment fee: A registration fee of 70 Euro, valid for 12 months, must be paid.
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COURSE PRICES 2022 /2
Prices in Euro per person
Course
Super Intensive Small Group Course
Florence, Rome, Viareggio
«Bildungsurlaub»

Course
No.
191

Duration
2 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks
additional week

Number of
lessons
60
90
120
30

Participants
min. max.

2♪

5

Euro*
1’180
1’770
2’360
565

♪ Min. 2 to max. 5 participants per group; should there be only one participant for a course/level, she/he will be placed in a Super Intensive Plus-10
course.

Private Tuition (min. 1 week; min. 3 lessons per day):
• One-to-One Tutorials
- Additional lesson
- Lunch with the teacher, per day
• Two-to-One Tutorials (prices for 2 participants)
- Additional lesson
- Lunch with the teacher, per day
• Three-to-One Tutorials (prices for 3 participants)
- Additional lesson
- Lunch with the teacher, per day
• Four-to-One Tutorials (prices for 4 participants)
- Additional lesson
- Lunch with the teacher, per day

411

1 week

15
1

1

431

1 week

15
1

2

451

1 week

15
1

3

452

1 week

15
1

4

Business and Professional Courses
Professional fields; see web site

331

2 weeks
additional week

60
30

14/1

1’480
740

Part Time twice a week Language Course
Florence, Milan, Rome

631

8 weeks
additional week

32
4

4

14

360
40

Extensive Evening Language Course
Milan

632

4 weeks
additional week

40
10

4

14

360
85

Language Courses Online **
Lessons on Zoom
• Intensive course Online
• Part Time course Online
• Private lessons Online

111w
631w
411w

min. 1 week
8 weeks, 4/week

♪ Minimum 5 participants; 4 participants = 16 lessons/week; 3 participants = 12 lessons/week;

675
45
80
900
60
120
1’125
75
160
1’350
90
200

**

5♪
3
1

150
290
190

3

1
2
3

120
75
55

25
25

1

425
390

20
32
5

2 participants = 8 lessons/week; 1 participant = 4 lessons of private tuition.

«Learn-and-Go!»
Italian language and City Tour
Florence, Milan, Rome, Turin

107

1 day

«Italy Today» Language and Culture Course
Florence, Milan, Rome, Turin

211

1 week
additional week

*) Enrolment fee for all Onsite courses: A registration fee of 70 Euro, valid for 12 months, must be paid.
**) Enrolment fee for all Online courses: A registration fee of 30 Euro, valid for 12 months, must be paid.
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COURSE PRICES 2022 /3
Prices in Euro per person
Course

Course
No.

Duration

Number of
lessons

310

4 weeks

120

AIL Diploma «Firenze» Examination Preparation Courses
(exam fees included; see special course dates)
Preparation courses for all levels:
•
•
•
•

DELI-A1 (elementary I)
DILI-B1 (intermediate I)
DALI-C1 (advanced I)
DILC-B1 (intermediate business)

•
•
•
•

DELI-A2 (elementary II)
DILI-B2 (intermediate II)
DALI-C2 (advanced II)
DALC-C1 (advanced business)

Participants
min. max.

3♪

14

Euro*

1’475

♪ Min. 3 - max. 14 participants per group; should there be only one participant for a course/level, she/he will be given 20 lessons of Intensive

language course plus 3 lessons of private tuition per week. If there are only two participants for a course/level, they will receive 20 lessons of
Intensive language course plus 5 lessons of private tuition two-to-one per week together. AIL «Firenze» Examination fees included.

«CILS» Examination Preparation Courses
(exam fees not included**; see special course dates)
Preparation courses in Florence, Milan, Rome, Turin:
•
•
•
•
•

♪

Group Course - Option A, Levels A1 - A2 - B1 - B2
Group Course - Option B, Levels C1 - C2
Group Course - Integration, Level A2 or Citizenship, Level B1
Individual Course - Option A, Levels A1 - A2 - B1 - B2
Individual Course - Option B, Levels C1 - C2

471
472
473
474
475

5 weeks
6 weeks
4 weeks

25
30
20
15
20

4♪
4♪
4♪

15
15
15
1
1

325
390
260
600
800

Min. 4 - max. 15 participants per group; if the minimum number of students is not reached, the following reductions will be applied:
1 student = 7 lessons; 2 students = 14 lessons; 3 students = 20 lessons.
**) CILS Examination fees not included: A1 & A2 = 40€; B1 = 90€; B1 Citizenship = 100€; B2 = 105€; C1 = 135€; C2 = 160€.
An additional administration fee of 30€ has to be paid for exam registration.
Academic School Year - «Gap Year»: Academic Program
(see special course dates)
Special accommodation offer for Academic School Year:
- Single room in shared apartment
- Addition for course 12 Sep 2022 - 28 April 2023 (Christmas Holidays)
- Single room in family homestay with breakfast
- Addition for course 12 Sep 2022 - 28 April 2023 (Christmas Holidays)
- Single room in family homestay with halfboard
- Addition for course 12 Sep 2022 - 28 April 2023 (Christmas Holidays)

321

«Gap Semester» - Academic Program
(see special course dates)
Special accommodation offer for Gap Semester:
- Single room in shared apartment
- Single room in family homestay with breakfast
- Single room in family homestay with halfboard

326

«La Dolce Vita» 50+ Senior Course
(see special course dates)

221
222

32 weeks

650

5

14

32 weeks
1 week
32 weeks
1 week
32 weeks
1 week
18 weeks

4’928
154
5’824
182
8’960
280
380

14

18 weeks
18 weeks
18 weeks
1 week
2 weeks

5’995

3’245

2’961
3’465
5’229
20 + visits
40 + visits

3♪

14

595
1’195

♪ Min. 3 - max. 14 participants per group. If only 1 or 2 participants are enrolled, the school will shorten the number of activities in the afternoon:
1 participant = 2 activities; 2 participants = 3 activities.

*) Enrolment fee: A registration fee of 70 Euro, valid for 12 months, must be paid.
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COURSE PRICES 2022 /4
Prices in Euro per person
Course
Language Course «Italian Tour»
Language Course every week in a different city.
Select your destination among Florence, Milan, Rome, Turin
and Viareggio.

Course
No.
231
232

Duration

Number of
lessons

2 weeks
3 weeks
4 weeks
5 weeks
additional week

40
60
80
100
20

357
359

4 weeks
4 weeks

140
140

358

3 weeks

140

233

Participants
min. max.
1

Euro*
380
570
760
825
165

NB: The maximum prices per week apply to the accommodation.
University Preparation Courses
Preparation Courses in Italian or English
Florence, Milan and Rome; see special course date
• Italian Track
• English Track
International Medical Admissions Test - IMAT
Preparation Course in English
Milan and Rome
Preparation Courses for Fashion and Design Academies
Florence, Milan and Rome

♪ Minimum 5 participants = 140 lessons; 4 participants = 110 lessons; 3 participants = 80 lessons in 3 weeks;
367

4 weeks

140

6
12

5♪
5♪

1’495
1’780

5♪

1’780

5♪

1’495

2 participants = 50 lessons in 2 weeks; 1 participant = 32 lessons in 2 weeks.

Art History

511

1 week
2 weeks

3

140
280

Culinary Arts for Amateurs

521

1 meeting = 3 h

3

105

Italian Wines

522

1 meeting = 3 h

6

105

«Turin with Gusto!»
Language course combined with turinese culinary arts
(Special price for minimum 5 participants)

812

1 week

20
+ visits

3
5

480
405

Fine Arts Courses: Painting, Drawing, Sculpture, Fresco,
Mosaic, Fashion Design, Etching
• Standard Art Course (Florence)
• Semi-intensive Art Course (Florence)
• Intensive Art Course (Florence)

535
536
537

2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks

12
20
40

1
1
1

320
440
770

Courses for Musical Specialization
Florence & Rome
• Instrument courses
• Instrument courses with coaching
• Canto / Singing
• Canto / Singing with coaching
• The Language of the “Libretti”

561
566
562
567
565

1 week
1 week
1 week
1 week
2 weeks

5
7
5
7
60

*) Enrolment fee: A registration fee of 70 Euro, valid for 12 months, must be paid.

1
1
1
1
14/1

345
485
345
485
1’480
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ACCOMMODATION SERVICE 2022 1/2 - Indicative prices in Euro per person
Accommodation Service:
Type of accommodation

FLORENCE - MILAN - ROME - TURIN

Room
Type

Standard Apartment
Shared kitchen and bathroom
Family, breakfast

Family, half board
Breakfast & Dinner

Room

place in double room

150

195 - 260

AC

place in double room

174

247 - 312

AB
AD
AE
AF

Prices and Options:
Availability:

Extra night on arrival and departure:

Arrival time:

Double rooms:

2 weeks
(13 nights)
min. Euro - max. Euro

AA

single room
single room

place in double room
single room

Hotels of all categories, Studios,
Private Apartments, Residences, B&B

Information on accommmodation:

«One Week Only»
(6 nights)
Euro

204
228
258
312

286 - 351
338 - 403
429 - 494
520 - 585

Additional week
until 8 weeks
(7 nights)
min. Euro - max. Euro

Additional week
from 9 weeks on
(7 nights)
min. Euro - max. Euro

154 - 189

154 - 175

105 - 140
133 - 168
182 - 217
231 - 266
280 - 315

105 - 126
133 - 154
182 - 203
231 - 252
280 - 301

On request, the schools can send you a price list of various
recommendable Hotels, B&B’s, etc.

• The prices listed above are indicative and subject to change depending on the location and the
accommodation providers.
• Due to the Covid-19 it is possible that some of the accommodation options won't be available. We
will inform you about availability at the time of booking.
• Housing check in: Sunday afternoon before the start of the course, from 2 pm to 10 pm.
For arrivals after 10 pm there is an extra charge of 25 Euro.
• Housing check out: Saturday morning at the end of the course, until 10 am.
Different arrival or departure days only by special arrangements and on extra charges.

• Extra nights of earlier arrivals and later departures can be reserved. Please contact the school for
arrangements and for information on extra charges. Different arrival or departure days must be confirmed
in writing.
• However, it is not possible to arrive earlier than the Saturday before the start of the course and to
remain later than the Sunday after the end of the course.

• Usually 2 weeks before arrival the school will forward the information of the accommodation provider. It
will contain the address, phone numbers, bus connections, check-in and check-out information, housing
policy and guidelines.

• Important: all providers must be informed of the arrival time at least 4 days in advance.

• A single place in a double room is generally not bookable. However, you have the possibility to come
together with your partner/friend and take a double room.
• We don’t offer a place in a double room for one person only.

Deposit:

• Some providers require a deposit which will be refunded upon departure, with the deduction of
damages, repairs and cleaning costs, if needed.

Nota bene:

• Accommodations are provided only in combination with the booking of a language course.
• Reservation of Hotels, B&B’s, Studios, Residences, Private Apartments, etc. should be made directly
to the host and well in advance.

Host family accommodation:

• Students can choose between breakfast and half board (breakfast and dinner).
Students cannot cook on their own (exceptions on special request).

Follows Accommodation Service Viareggio

☞
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ACCOMMODATION SERVICE 2022 2/2 - Prices in Euro per person
Accommodation Dates:

VIAREGGIO

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

08

12

10

14

11

09

01

Season A:
Season B: From 3 July to 27 August 2022

From 1 May to 2 July and from 28 August to 29 October 2022

15
22

The school is closed:
From 1 January to 30 April and from 30 October to 31 December 2021

Accommodation Service:
Type of accommodation

Apartment
Shared kitchen and bathroom
Family
Breakfast

Hotel JJ
Private bathroom & breakfast
Mini Residence
Notes:

VIAREGGIO
Season

A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B

29

Euro per person

2 weeks (13 nights)

Additional week (7 nights)

05
19
26

03
17
24
31

07
21
28

single room

double room

single room

double room

single room

338

429

182

231

26

33

221
312
455
585
715
845

338
312

133
119

403

168

910

315

780
1’040
1’300

245
385
455

182
168
217
410
490
560
700

19
17
24
35
45
55
65

02

18

16

25

1 supplementary night

double room
247

04

26

23

Half Board
per person
-

24

16

60

16

31
70
80

100

16
16
-

• Housing reservations run from the Sunday afternoon (after 2pm) before the start of the course
to the Saturday morning (10am) at the end of the course. Different arrival or departure days only
by special arrangements (extra charge for supplementary nights).

• Hotel accommodation with half board: Meals will be offered in a Restaurant close to the Hotel.
Breakfast will be served in the Hotel.
Half board includes dinner on Sunday of arrival and breakfast on Saturday of departure.

• Hotel ✪✪: Rooms equipped with private bathroom, air conditioning, TV, safe, free Internet WiFi
connection.

• Apartment accommodation: Bed-linens are provided and changed every two weeks.
Towels are not provided, please bring your own towels.

• Double rooms can be booked only by two participants of a language course travelling together
or by a participant accompanied by a friend.

• Apartment and Mini Residence accommodation: A 100 Euro deposit must be paid to get the
keys. This deposit has to be paid in cash on arrival and will be refunded to you on departure,
less reparation costs if needed.
50 Euro could be retained for the final cleaning of the kitchen if necessary.

• Hotel ✪✪✪, Private apartments, etc.: Prices on request.
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TRANSFER SERVICE 2022 - Indicative prices in Euro per person
City

Florence

From airport or railway station to accommodation address or vice versa
Florence airport Amerigo Vespucci (FLR)

Florence main railway station (Firenze S.M.N.)
Pisa airport Galileo Galilei (PSA)

Milan

Additional charge - Delays: per hour
Milan airport Malpensa (MXP)
Milan airport Linate (LIN)

Milan airport Orio al Serio (BGY)

Milan main railway station (Stazione Centrale)

Rome

Additional charge - Delays: per hour

Rome airport Leonardo da Vinci (FCO)
Rome airport Ciampino (CIA)

Rome main railway station (Stazione Termini)

Turin
Viareggio

Additional charge - Delays: per hour
Turin airport Sandro Pertini (TRN)

Turin Porta Nuova and Porta Susa railway stations
Additional charge - Delays: per hour
Pisa airport Galileo Galilei (PSA)
Viareggio railway station

Additional charge - Delays: per hour

Euro - one way
60
45

180

+ 25
130
70

140
60

+ 35
100
100
50

+ 25
50
30

+ 30
95
35

+ 15

Notes

• The school can help with the booking of this additional service.
• The prices listed above are average based on different transfer companies prices.
• Please send us the necessary information (arrival time, flight or train number, etc.) at least one week
before your arrival.
• Following, the school will forward all the information of the transfer company: final price, details,
meeting point, emergency numbers, etc.

The course prices include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Notes:

• The price list is valid from 1 January until 31 December 2022. Euro/€ = European Union Currency.
*) Enrolment fee for all Onsite courses:
A registration fee of 70 Euro, valid for 12 months, must be paid.
**) Enrolment fee for all Online courses:
A registration fee of 30 Euro, valid for 12 months, must be paid.
• It is possible to attend language courses in more than one of our course centers.

Placement, assessement and final tests;
Teaching material (except for Art courses);
Lessons (duration of a lesson: 45 minutes, except for Music, Culinary Arts and Fine Arts courses);
Documents for Visa and Residence Permit (if required);
AIL Diploma «Firenze» examination fees for the examination courses;
Certificate of attendance;
Social activities (free or at cost price);
Free WiFi and Internet access.

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci® - Florence - Milan - Rome - Turin - Viareggio
Please send the application form directly to the school center of your choice. Thank you!
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci, Via Bufalini 3, 50122 FLORENCE
• Phone: +39-055.261181
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci, Corso di Porta Vigentina 35, 20122 MILAN • Phone: +39-02.8324.1002
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci, Piazza dell’Orologio 7, 00186 ROME
• Phone: +39-06.6889.2513
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci, Via Lamarmora 31, 10128 TURIN
• Phone: +39-011.593872
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci, Via Vespucci 173, 55049 VIAREGGIO
• Phone: +39-058.4430.253
❏ Mrs.

Application

❏ Ms.

• florence@scuolaleonardo.com
• milan@scuolaleonardo.com
• rome@scuolaleonardo.com
• turin@scuolaleonardo.com
• viareggio@scuolaleonardo.com

❏ Mr.

First name:

Family name:

Date and place of birth:

Nationality:

Profession/Studies:

Passport number:

Home address:

City:

Postal code:

Cellular - Mobile:

/

Country:

Email:

In case of emergency please inform:

I wish to enroll at the Scuola Leonardo da Vinci in:

❏ Florence ❏ Milan ❏ Rome ❏ Turin ❏ Viareggio

I found out about Scuola Leonardo da Vinci through:

I wish to enroll in the following courses:
Course No.

Course Title

Starting date

Knowledge of Italian: Have you already studied Italian?

❏ no

day

month

year

day

month

year

day

month

year

❏ yes:

University/school:

Name of Italian teacher:

Address:

ZIP:

Self evaluation:

❏ absolute beginner
❏ intermediate I (B1)

Total weeks

City:

❏ beginner with previous study of Italian
❏ intermediate II (B2)

❏ elementary I (A1)
❏ advanced I (C1)

❏ elementary II (A2)
❏ advanced II (C2)

I wish the school to provide for my accommodation:
❏ Family, breakfast
❏ Family, half board

❏ Shared Apartment

❏ double room, together with:
❏ single room

Do you smoke?

❏ no

❏ yes

Do you have any allergies?

❏ no

❏ yes: Please give details:

Do you need a special diet?

❏ no

❏ yes: Please give details:

Do you need a transfer?

❏ no

❏ yes: Arrival date:

Arrival time:

Train number:

❏ no accommodation requested

Flight number:

Arrival location:

Special requests / observations:

❏ I have read the «General Conditions of Participation» and hereby declare my acceptance.
Place and date:
2022

Signature (or by legal guardian):

SCUOLA
LEONARDO
DA VINCI®

Welcome to the

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci® educational group!

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci® is a leading in country Italian language school
organization grouping:
•
•
•
•
•

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci,
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci,
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci,
Scuola Ciao Italy,
Centro Giacomo Puccini,

Florence, founded in 1977
Rome, founded in 1984
Milan, founded in 2004
Turin, Partner School, clustered in 2021
Viareggio, Partner School on the Tuscan Riviera,
clustered in 1988

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci® is continuously increasing the number of its students.

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci® has separate departments for different needs, all
targeted to a single goal:

QUALITY!

• ST Star Award winner 2020/21 as Best Italian School in Italy.

• Linguistic Department, which monitors the students’ learning and develops new
didactic subjects and technologies.

• Accommodation and Welfare Department, which monitors the quality of housing
and the welfare of the students.
• Leisure and Culture Department, which programs and organizes extra-curricular
activities.

• Marketing Department, which satisfies your inquiries. You have a single partner
for five different locations in Italy: Florence, Milan, Rome, Turin, Viareggio.

ACCADEMIA
ITALIANA
DI LINGUA ®

ASSOCIAZIONE SCUOLE DI ITALIANO
COME LINGUA SECONDA

®
Associazione
Scuole di Italiano
Lingua Seconda®

Bildungsurlaub

csn

«ISO 9001:2008»

SCUOLA LEONARDO DA VINCI®
FLORENCE - MILAN - ROME
TURIN - VIAREGGIO

ITALIAN IN ITALY
ITALIAN LANGUAGE SCHOOLS
Officially authorized by the Italian Ministry of Education

2022
Information and registration:
www.scuolaleonardo.com
Scuola Leonardo da Vinci,
Via Bufalini 3, 50122 FLORENCE

• Phone:
+39-055.261181
• Whatsapp: +39-370.3450630

• florence@scuolaleonardo.com

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci,
Corso di Porta Vigentina 35, 20122 MILAN

• Phone:
+39-02.8324.1002
• Whatsapp: +39-346.2179025

• milan@scuolaleonardo.com

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci,
Piazza dell’Orologio 7, 00186 ROME

• Phone:
+39-06.6889.2513
• Whatsapp: +39-366.2441949

• rome@scuolaleonardo.com

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci,
Via Lamarmora 31, 10128 TURIN

• Phone:
+39-011.593872
• Whatsapp: +39-349.8850223

• turin@scuolaleonardo.com

Scuola Leonardo da Vinci,
Via Vespucci 173, 55049 VIAREGGIO

• Phone:
+39-058.4430.253
• Whatsapp: +39-338.6039458

• viareggio@scuolaleonardo.com

